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ABSTRACT

PcrA helicase, a member of the superfamily 1, is an
essential enzyme in many bacteria. The first crystal
structures of helicases were obtained with PcrA.
Based on structural and biochemical studies, it was
proposed and then generally believed that PcrA is a
monomeric helicase that unwinds DNA by an inch-
worm mechanism. But a functional state of PcrA
from unwinding kinetics studies has been lacking.
In this work, we studied the kinetic mechanism of
PcrA-catalysed DNA unwinding with fluorometric
stopped-flow method under both single- and
multiple-turnover conditions. It was found that the
PcrA-catalysed DNA unwinding depended strongly
on the PcrA concentration as well as on the
3’-ssDNA tail length of the substrate, indicating
that an oligomerization was indispensable for
efficient unwinding. Study of the effect of ATP
concentration on the unwinding rate gave a Hill
coefficient of »2, suggesting strongly that PcrA
functions as a dimer. It was further determined that
PcrA unwound DNA with a step size of 4 bp and
a rate of »9 steps per second. Surprisingly, it was
observed that PcrA unwound 12-bp duplex sub-
strates much less efficiently than 16-bp ones, high-
lighting the importance of protein-DNA duplex
interaction in the helicase activity. From the present
studies, it is concluded that PcrA is a dimeric
helicase with a low processivity in vitro. Implications
of the experimental results for the DNA unwinding
mechanism of PcrA are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Helicases are a ubiquitous class of motor proteins that use
the energy of nucleotide triphosphate hydrolysis to
translocate along and separate (unwind) the complemen-
tary strands of nucleic acid duplex. These enzymes play
essential roles in many cellular processes such as DNA
replication, repair, recombination, transcription and
thus are involved in most aspects of DNA and RNA
metabolism (1�5).

Up to now, many helicases from different living organ-
isms have been identified and studied. Besides their
biochemical properties and cellular functions, their DNA
unwinding mechanism is a research topic of great interest.
One of the major concerns in studying the DNA unwind-
ing mechanisms of helicases is their oligomeric states.
Various biophysical and biochemical studies including
crystal structures have shown that some helicases are
active as oligomers. For example, certain helicases assem-
ble into a stable cooperative hexameric rings (6), such as
the DnaB helicase from Escherichia coli (7), the bacter-
iophage T4 gp41 (8,9) and T7 gp4 (10,11) helicases.
One strand of the duplex DNA passes through the central
channel of such a hexameric ring and the DNA is
unwound with a high processivity. Kinetic studies have
shown that the E. coli Rep helicase functions as a dimer
(12,13). Single-molecule measurements have verified that a
Rep monomer cannot initiate DNA unwinding though
it is capable of translocating along ssDNA (14,15).

Whether helicases can function as monomers had
once been a question of great debate. But recently more
and more evidences have shown that some helicases such
as RecG (16), Dda (17,18), RecQ (19,20) and NS3h (21)
may function as monomers. For some of the helicases with
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available crystal structures, such as NS3h (22), RecG (23)
and the C-terminal truncated RecQ (24), the conclusions
are consistent with their crystal structures.

The focus of this study is the kinetic DNA-unwinding
mechanism and the active state of the superfamily 1
helicase Bacillus stearothermophilus PcrA. PcrA is an
essential enzyme in many bacteria involved in processes
such as DNA repair and rolling circle replication (25,26).
The first helicase crystal structures were obtained with
B. stearothermophilus PcrA (27). Based on the crystal
structures of the apo form of PcrA and PcrA in complex
with nucleotides and DNA (27,28), Wigley and his
colleagues (29�32) have found that the PcrA helicase
may function as a monomer and the available structural
and biochemical properties of it can be explained by an
inchworm mechanism.

It should be noted, however, that systematic kinetics
studies of the DNA unwinding behaviours of PcrA in
support of its monomeric form are as yet unavailable. Such
studies are complementary to structural investigations and
have been widely used for determining the active forms of
various helicases, such as Rep (13), UvrD (33,34), Dda
(17,18), NS3h (21) and RecQ (20). Interestingly, the
helicase E. coli Rep, which shares significant homology
(41% identity) and has tertiary structures (35) similar to
B. stearothermophilus PcrA, is found through various
kinetics and single-molecule studies as a dimeric helicase,
as just mentioned before. For another SF1 helicase with
similar sequence homology (44% identity), E. coli UvrD,
though previous mutational and recent structural studies
suggest that it may be a monomeric helicase (36,37),
systematic DNA unwinding kinetics studies demonstrate
that it may be also a dimeric helicase (33,34). This implies
that some discrepancy may exist between the different
approaches on determining the active form of a helicase.
Considering the fact that the crystal structures of PcrA in
complex with nucleotide and ss/dsDNA (28) are almost the
same as that of UvrD (37), we are wondering whether
the PcrA helicase may actually function as oligomers or,
more concretely, dimers in DNA unwinding. Indeed, very
recently, Niedziela-Majka et al. (38) have shown that
B. stearothermophilus PcrA monomers are able to translo-
cate along ss-DNA, in the 30 to 50 direction, rapidly and
processively, whereas those same monomers fail to catalyse
DNA unwinding under the same solution conditions.

In this study, we resorted to rapid stopped-flow fluore-
scence assays to examine the oligomeric state of PcrA in
DNA unwinding. The assays were based on the fluore-
scence resonance energy transfer (FRET), allowing
continuous and real-time observations of the unwinding
process (12). PcrA-mediated unwinding kinetics was
analysed systematically under both single- and multiple-
turnover conditions. We provide strong evidence that the
active form of PcrA may be a dimer at least in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and buffers

All chemicals were reagent grade and all buffers were
prepared in high quality deionized water from a Milli-Q

Ultrapure Water Purification Systems (Millipore, France)
having resistivity greater than 18.2MV.cm. All unwinding
reactions and DNA binding assays were performed in
buffers containing 25mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5 at 258C),
50mM NaCl and 2mM MgCl2, unless noted elsewhere.
ATP was from Sigma (USA) and dissolved as a concen-
trated stock at pH 7.0. The ATP concentration was
determined by using an extinction coefficient at 259 nm
of 1.54� 104 cm�1M�1.

PcrA protein and oligonucleotide substrates

Bacillus stearothermophilus PcrA protein was expressed
and purified according to Bird and colleagues (29).
Its purity was determined by SDS–PAGE analysis and
was found to be >98% (Fig. S1, Supplementary Data).
The PcrA concentration was determined spectrophoto-
metrically using a calculated extinction coefficient of
0.76 OD280/mg/ml/cm.
The DNA substrates used in the unwinding assays had

both strands labelled with fluorescein (F) and hexachloro-
fluorescein (H), respectively, whereas that used in the
polarization anisotropy assay had only the top strand
labelled with fluorescein. Their structures and sequences
are shown in Table 1. The ssDNA substrates used in the
DNA binding assay had no fluorescent labels. The protein
trap used in the single-turnover kinetic experiments was
56 nt poly(dT), dT56.
Single-stranded oligonucleotides, with or without labels,

were purchased from the Shanghai Sangon Biological
Engineering Technology & Services Co., Ltd (Shanghai,
China), and all the synthetic oligonucleotides were
purified by high-performance liquid chromatography
before storage in 10mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1mM
EDTA at �208C. Concentrations of single- stranded
oligodeoxynucleotides were determined spectrophotome-
trically based on extinction coefficients calculated by
the nearest-neighbour method. A 50 mM working stock
of dsDNA was prepared by mixing equal concentrations
of complementary single-stranded oligonucleotides in
a 20mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0 at 258C) containing
100mM NaCl, followed by heating to 908C. After equil-
ibrating for 3min, annealing was allowed by slow cooling
to room temperature. The duplex was stored at �208C.

Fluorometric titration assay

The binding of PcrA to ssDNA was analysed by intrinsic
fluorescence measurements as described previously (39).
The assays were performed using a Bio-logic auto-titrator
(TCU-250) and a Bio-Logic optical system (MOS450/
AF-CD). Varying amounts of ssDNA substrate were
added to 1ml of binding buffer containing 50 nM PcrA.
The intrinsic protein fluorescence was measured by
exciting the sample at 280 nm (0.5 nm slit width) and
reading the emission at 340 nm, using a high pass filter
with 40 nm bandwidth (D340/40, Chroma). Each sample
was allowed to equilibrate in solution for 1.5min, after
which the fluorescence was measured. Titrations were
performed in a temperature-controlled cuvette at 258C.
The solution was stirred continuously by a small mag-
netic stir bar during the whole titration process.
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Fluorescence values were corrected for inner filter effect
using the absorbance at the excitation wavelength
measured simultaneously during the titration.
The stoichiometry (N) and dissociation constant (Kd, in

unit of molarity) were determined by fitting the fluores-
cence data according to Equations (1) and (2),

Fc ¼ fPðcVPt� PbÞ þ fPbPb, 1

where Fc represents the corrected fluorescence, fP is the
fluorescence coefficient of free PcrA, fPb is the fluorescence
coefficient of PcrA bound to ssDNA, Pt is the initial total
PcrA concentration, and Pb is the concentration of PcrA
bound to ssDNA. cV=V0/(V0+Vi)� 1�Dt/Dttitrant is
used to accurately account for the decrease of the total
PcrA concentration during the titration (i.e. the dilution
effect), where V0 is the initial sample volume, Vi is the
volume of titrant added, Dt is the total ssDNA concen-
tration in the binding solution, and Dttitrant is the ssDNA
concentration in the titrant.
The concentration of PcrA bound to ssDNA is given

as follows,

Pb¼
ðKdþcVPtþNDtÞ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðKdþcVPtþNDtÞ2�4cVPtNDt

q
2

2

where NDt is the concentration of the total binding sites
of ssDNA for PcrA.

Stopped-flow kinetics measurements

All the stopped-flow kinetics assays were carried out using
a Bio-logic SFM-400 mixer with a 1.5mm� 1.5mm cell
(FC-15, Bio-Logic) and a Bio-Logic MOS450/AF-CD
optical system equipped with a 150-W mercury-xenon
lamp, as described previously (20).
In the DNA unwinding assays, the DNA substrates

used were labelled with fluorescein (F) and hexachloro-
fluorescein (H), respectively, on the two strands (Table 1).

Before DNA unwinding, the two fluorescent molecules are
in close proximity and the emission of fluorescein is low
due to FRET between the two molecules. Upon initiation
of unwinding, the fluorescein emission will be enhanced
due to the disruption of FRET as the two molecules are
separated. Thus the change of fluorescein emission was
monitored to observe the unwinding process (12).

In the unwinding assays, fluorescein was excited at
492 nm (2 nm slit width) and its emission was monitored
at 525 nm using a high pass filter with 20 nm bandwidth
(D525/20, Chroma). Single-turnover unwinding kinetics
were measured in a two-syringe mode, where the PcrA
helicase and duplex DNA substrates were pre-incubated at
258C in syringe 1 for 5min while ATP and protein trap in
syringe 4. Each syringe contained unwinding reaction
buffer and the unwinding reaction was initiated by rapid
mixing of the two syringes. All concentrations listed are
after mixing unless noted otherwise. We found that a small
fluorescence change (�1%) could still be observed even at
extremely low ATP concentration or in the absence of
ATP in control experiments. Accordingly, the background
fluorescence changes were measured and subtracted from
all the unwinding kinetics data. For converting the output
data from volts to unwinding fraction, calibration experi-
ments were performed in a three-syringe mode, where
helicase and H-labelled ss oligonucleotide were pre-
incubated in syringe 1, F-labelled ss oligonucleotide was
in syringe 2, all incubated in unwinding reaction buffer,
and the solution in syringe 4 being the same as in the
above unwinding experiment. The fluorescent signal of the
mixed solution from the three syringes corresponds to
100% unwinding.

Multiple-turnover unwinding kinetics was measured in
the same way as the single-turnover unwinding kinetics.
The only difference was that no protein trap was used.

For multiple-turnover unwinding kinetics in the direct-
mixing experiments, i.e. no pre-incubation of PcrA with
DNA substrate, PcrA was in syringe 1 while the duplex
DNA substrate and ATP were pre-incubated at 258C in

Table 1. DNA substrates used in DNA binding and unwinding assays

Substrates Structure and sequence (50 to 30)

For equilibrium ssDNA binding
8-nt ssDNA TAG CAG TT
16-nt ssDNA CTC TGC TCG ACG GAT T
26-nt ssDNA AAT CCG TCG AGC AGA G (dT10)
35-nt ssDNA AAA AAA AAA ACT TCG TTT GGC GAC GGC AGC GAG GC
40-nt ssDNA AAA AAA AAA AGT AAC CTT CGT TTG GCG ACG GCA GCG AGG C
56-nt ssDNA AAT CCG TCG AGC AGA G (dT40)

For DNA unwinding
12-bp duplex with 30-ssDNA tail CTC TGC TCG ACG - Fa

H - CGT CGA GCA GAG (dTN)
b

16-bp duplex with 30-ssDNA tail CTC TGC TCG ACG GAT T - F
H - AAT CCG TCG AGC AGA G (dTN)

20-bp duplex with 30-ssDNA tail TTT GGC GAC GGC AGC GAG GC - F
H - GCC TCG CTG CCG TCG CCA AA (dTN)

24-bp duplex with 50-nt 30-ssDNA tail TTC GTT TGG CGA CGG CAG CGA GGC - F
H - GCC TCG CTG CCG TCG CCA AAC GAA (dT50)

aF, fluorescein.
bH, hexachlorofluorescein.
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syringe 4. The unwinding reaction was initiated by rapid
mixing of the two syringes.

For the DNA binding kinetics assay, the PcrA helicase
was in syringe 1 while the duplex DNA substrate and
ATP were pre-incubated at 258C in syringe 4. The DNA
binding reaction was initiated by rapid mixing of the two
syringes. The intrinsic fluorescence of PcrA at 340 nm was
measured in the same way as in the fluorometric titration
assay.

Kinetic data analysis

The single-turnover kinetic traces in the unwinding
experiments were analysed using Bio-Kine (version 4.26,
Bio-Logic) with Equation (3) (33,40),

AðtÞ ¼ A 1�
Xn
r¼1

kr�1
obs t

r�1

ðr� 1Þ!
e�kobst

" #
, 3

where A is the unwinding amplitude, n is the number
of steps, kobs= ku+ kd is the observed rate constant for
each step of DNA unwinding with ku being the net rate
constant and kd the dissociation rate in each step.

RESULTS

Determination of the ssDNA binding stoichiometry

It has been known that the unwinding of duplex DNA by
the PcrA helicase requires a 30-ssDNA overhang (27,29).
The number of PcrA molecules that bind to a given
30-ssDNA tail depends on their binding affinity and bind-
ing site size. This information is useful for the kinetics
analyses of the DNA unwinding behaviours of PcrA.
We had observed that the intrinsic fluorescence of PcrA
was quenched upon binding to nucleic acids. This prop-
erty was used to determine the PcrA-ssDNA binding
parameters, i.e. the equilibrium dissociation constant
(Kd) and the stoichiometry, in a way similar to that for
HCV NS3h helicase (39). The titration experiments were
performed under the same buffer conditions as for DNA
unwinding, but without ATP addition, by continuously
titrating 50 nM PcrA (initial concentration) with increas-
ing concentration of ssDNA. The sample was excited
at 280 nm, and the intrinsic fluorescence emission at
340 nm was measured. The fluorometric data were fitted to
Equations (1) and (2) to determine the stoichiometry N
and the dissociation constant Kd (Materials and
Methods).

Two typical titration curves are given in Figure 1A.
The initial slope of the titration curves was a function
of Kd and the number of PcrA molecules bound to one
ssDNA (N). At high ssDNA concentration, almost all the
PcrA molecules were bound to DNA and the slower linear
decrease was simply due to the dilution effect from the
increasing total volume of the solution. From analyses
of the binding curves for different DNA substrates with
Equations (1) and (2), the stoichiometry and dissociation
constant were determined. The number of PcrA molecules
bound per DNA substrate increased with increasing
ssDNA length (Figure 1B). A linear fit of the data for
substrates longer than 16 nt gave a slope of 0.107� 0.003
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Figure 1. PcrA binding to ssDNA substrates of different lengths
measured with the fluorometric titration assay. A 50 nM PcrA was
titrated with ssDNA and its intrinsic fluorescence was monitored as
described in the Materials and Methods. (A) Intrinsic fluorescence of
PcrA as a function of ssDNA concentration for the 16- and 26-nt
ssDNA substrates. The ssDNA concentration of the titrant was
2380 nM (16 nt) or 950 nM (26 nt). The solid lines represented the
best fits of the data to Equations (1) and (2) with Kd=23.3� 2.1 nM,
N=2.0� 0.1 and Kd=19.7� 3.3 nM, N=2.6� 0.2 for the 16- and
26-nt substrates, respectively. (B) Stoichiometry of PcrA binding as a
function of the ssDNA substrate length as obtained from analyses of
the titration curves. The straight line was a linear fit of the data for
ssDNA substrates longer than 16 nt, giving a slope of 0.107� 0.003
molecule/nt and thus a binding site size of 9.3� 0.3 nt. (C) The
determined dissociation constant per site, Kd.
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PcrA molecule/nt, corresponding to a binding site size of
9.3� 0.3 nt. This value is similar to that determined for
NS3h (8 nt; 39), RecQ (8�11 nt; 20,41), UvrD (11� 1 nt;
36; 10� 2 nt; 42).
For the two short substrates (8 and 16 nt), the deviation

of the binding stoichiometry from the fitted line should
be due to the fact that two PcrA molecules may bind
to the two ends of the short ssDNA substrates though
the ssDNA length available for each PcrA molecule was
somewhat shorter than the binding site size. This end
effect, which has also been observed for NS3h (39), can
be neglected with longer substrates. The dissociation
constant, Kd, is given in Figure 1C. It decreased with
increasing ssDNA length.

Single-turnover kinetics study of unwinding with
DNA substrates of different 3’-ssDNA tail lengths

Single-turnover kinetics study has been shown to be a
powerful method for investigating the oligomerization
states of helicases in DNA unwinding, where DNA subst-
rates with different tail lengths were often used. At satu-
rating helicase concentration, the number of helicase
molecules bound to the ssDNA tail is in proportion to
the tail length. Thus for DNA substrates with short tail
lengths, only one helicase molecule binds to the ssDNA
tail of each substrate, whereas for those with long tail
lengths, more than one helicase molecule bind to the
ssDNA tail. If a helicase functions as a processive mono-
mer, it should be capable of unwinding all of the different
substrates with similar unwinding rates and/or ampli-
tudes, regardless of the tail length. Otherwise, if an oligo-
merization is required for the helicase function, the
unwinding rate and/or amplitude should be dependent
on the tail length. This method has been successfully
applied to investigation of the active forms of different
helicases such as UvrD (33,34) and NS3h (21). Recently,
based on this method as well as pre-steady-state kinetic
analyses, we have shown that RecQ is a monomeric
helicase (20).
Here we used the same approach to examine the func-

tional state of the PcrA helicase by using 16-bp duplex
DNA substrates with 30-tails of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and
50 nt. As the ssDNA binding site size of PcrA was deter-
mined to be �9 nt (Figure 1), we know that only one PcrA
molecule can bind to the 5- and 10-nt tailed substrates
while more than one molecule may bind to the other
substrates.
The DNA unwinding process was observed by monitor-

ing the emission change of fluorescein labelled to the DNA
substrate (Materials and Methods). We observed unwind-
ing for all of the DNA substrates (Figure 2A). For the two
DNA substrates with short tails (5 and 10 nt), the PcrA-
catalysed unwinding was very low (<2%). The kinetics of
unwinding could be fitted well to Equation (3) using n=3.
The amplitude increased significantly with increasing
tail length (Figure 2B), similar to that for UvrD (33).
The strong dependence of unwinding efficiency on the tail
length indicated that PcrA oligomerization was required
for efficient unwinding of the 16-bp duplex DNA
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Figure 2. Single-turnover DNA unwinding kinetics for 16-bp duplex
DNA substrates of different 30-ssDNA tail lengths. A 5 nM DNA sub-
strate was first pre-incubated with excess PcrA helicase (200 nM) in the
reaction buffer at 258C for 5min as described in the Materials and
Methods. The unwinding reaction was initiated by adding 1mM ATP
and excessive protein trap (dT56, 2mM) which prevents, after initiation,
any free or dissociated PcrA molecules from rebinding to the duplex
DNA substrates. The fluorescence enhancement of fluorescein due to
the PcrA-catalysed strand separation was observed continuously. The
amount of DNA unwound was determined by the calibration method
as described in the Materials and Methods. (A) The kinetic time-
courses for different substrates. The solid lines shown were the best
fits of the data to Equation (3) with n=3. (B) Unwinding amplitude.
(C) The observed rate constant for each unwinding step.
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substrates. This was in contrast with the case of, for
example, the monomeric RecQ, where the unwinding
efficiency was only slightly dependent on the tail length
(20).

The observed unwinding rate for each unwinding step
is essentially independent of the tail length (Figure 2C)
with an average value of 9.4� 0.8 s�1.

Multiple-turnover kinetics of DNA unwinding with
substrates of different 3’-ssDNA tail lengths

The above study clearly indicates that the PcrA helicase
functions much better as oligomers than as monomers.
But as the experiments were performed under single-
turnover conditions, the negligible unwinding of short-
tailed DNA substrates may be due to the premature
dissociation of the bound monomers rather than their low
helicase activity or inactivity. In the case of the monomeric
NS3h or Dda helicases (21,43), for example, the DNA
unwinding efficiency depends on the substrate tail length
because the helicase dissociates easily from the substrates
during unwinding. Thus we next carried out multiple-
turnover kinetics assays while still using the same sub-
strates as before. In the absence of protein trap, PcrA
molecules can bind to DNA rapidly as long as new
binding sites become available with the dissociation of
the bound monomers during unwinding. Thus if the PcrA
helicase functions well as a monomer but only has a low
processivity, we expect that the short-tailed DNA sub-
strates would still be efficiently unwound.

Under multiple-turnover conditions, we observed obvi-
ous unwinding for all the DNA substrates. The unwinding
efficiencies, however, are quite different for the different
substrates (Figure 3).

We found that the unwinding kinetics were triphasic
for the 5- and 10-nt tailed substrates and biphasic for the
others. The unwinding amplitudes obtained from the
fitting are given in Figure 4A. The amplitude for the fast
phase is low at the two short tail lengths. It increases
significantly with increasing tail length and saturates
at 30 nt.

The observed unwinding rates were plotted as a func-
tion of the tail length in Figure 4B. The rates of the first
two phases for the 5- and 10-nt tailed substrates are
significantly lower than the corresponding ones for the
other long-tailed ones. For example, the rate for the fast
phase at 10 nt is 7.3 times lower than that at 15 nt. The rate
for the fast phase increases with the tail length.

The initial unwinding rates for the 5- and 10-nt tailed
substrates are also significantly smaller than that for the
other long-tailed substrates (Figure 4C). The value for
the 10 nt DNA, 0.0063 s�1, is �30 times smaller than that
for the 15 nt DNA, 0.197 s�1. For the 15�50 nt DNA
substrates, the initial unwinding rate increases almost
linearly with the ssDNA tail length.

The above results have clearly shown that the unwind-
ing of the 5- and 10-nt tailed substrates is in significant
difference with that of the longer-tailed substrates.
This cannot be explained if PcrA functions as a low-
processivity monomer because the binding rate of PcrA
to the newly vacated ssDNA should not be so variant for

the 610 nt and >15 nt tails (Figure 1C). Rather, it suggests
that the PcrA monomers bound to the short-tailed
substrates are not capable of initiating the DNA unwind-
ing and PcrA oligomerization is required for efficient
unwinding.

Effect of ATP concentration on the multiple-turnover
kinetics of DNA unwinding

The above studies indicate that the PcrA helicase func-
tions much better as oligomers than as monomers. In
addition, as the unwinding efficiency becomes enhanced

Figure 3. Multiple-turnover DNA unwinding for 16-bp duplex DNA
substrates of different 30-ssDNA tail lengths. A 2nM DNA substrate
was first pre-incubated with excess PcrA helicase (100 nM) in the reac-
tion buffer at 258C for 5min and the unwinding reaction was initiated
by adding 1mM ATP. The maxima of the curves were normalized.
(A) The kinetic time-courses for the 5- and 10-nt tailed substrates. The
solid lines were three-exponential fits of the data. For the 5-nt substrate
the obtained parameters are Afast=0.06� 0.01, Aslow,1=0.20� 0.01,
Aslow,2=0.74� 0.01 and kfast=0.041� 0.005 s�1, kslow,1=(4.9� 0.4)�
10�3 s�1, kslow,2=(3.9� 0.2)�10�4 s�1. For the 10-nt substrate the
obtained parameters are Afast=0.06� 0.01, Aslow,1=0.16� 0.01,
Aslow,2=0.78� 0.01 and kfast=0.074� 0.007 s�1, kslow,1=(6.1� 0.3)�
10�3 s�1, kslow,2=(8.5� 0.1)�10�4 s�1. (B) The kinetic time-courses for
the 15-, 20- and 30-nt substrates. The solid lines were double-
exponential fits of the data. The time-course for the 10-nt substrate
was also given for comparison.
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as long as the DNA tail is long enough for the binding
of another monomer, it is very probable that the active
form of PcrA is a dimer. To verify this, we performed a
DNA unwinding kinetics assay with varying [ATP] using

20-nt-tailed 16-bp DNA substrate. Originally, we intended
to carry out the experiments under single-turnover condi-
tions, but found that the ATP became depleted rapidly
at low ATP concentrations due to the large amount
of trapped PcrA molecules that were consuming ATP
by translocating along the protein trap, dT56. Under
multiple-turnover conditions, there was no such a problem
because there was no protein trap and the ATP was only
consumed by the PcrA molecules for the unwinding of
DNA just after initiation.

The fluorescence stopped-flow experiments were
performed by pre-incubating 5 nM DNA with 200 nM
PcrA for 5min. The unwinding reaction was initiated by
addition of ATP with a concentration ranging from 0.002
to 0.3mM. Some typical unwinding time-courses are given
in Figure 5A. By exponential fitting of the experimental
curves, the [ATP] dependence of the initial unwinding rate
was obtained (Figure 5B). We found the dependence could
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Figure 5. Dependence of DNA unwinding on [ATP] under multiple-
turnover conditions. A 5nM 20-nt-tailed 16-bp duplex DNA was first
pre-incubated with excess PcrA helicase (200 nM) in the reaction buffer
at 258C and the unwinding reaction was initiated by adding ATP.
(A) Typical kinetic time-courses at different [ATP]. The solid lines
were exponential fits of the data. (B) The initial unwinding rate.
The line corresponded to a fit of the data to the Hill equation
k ¼ kmax½ATP�n=ðKn

0:5 þ ½ATP�nÞ, where n is the Hill coefficient. The
fitted values were K0.5=10.2� 0.8 mM and n=1.9� 0.3.
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be well described by the Hill equation. The Hill coefficient,
which provides an estimate of the minimum number of
interacting ATP-binding sites involved in the unwinding
reaction, is 1.9� 0.3. This value is consistent with PcrA
helicase utilizing two interacting ATP-binding sites in the
course of DNA unwinding. Since each PcrA helicase
monomer contains a single ATP binding/hydrolysis site
(27,28), these data suggest that the functional oligomer of
PcrA helicase is composed of two monomers.

It should be noted that in the above experiment, the
number of binding sites available for PcrA molecules on
the DNA substrate was just two. Thus it is possible that
the determined Hill coefficient of �2 may be a result of the
specific substrate used. To clarify this issue, we repeated
the same experiment while using a 30-nt-tailed DNA
substrate. From the measured ssDNA binding site size
of �9 nt, it is expected that at least three PcrA molecules
can bind to the ssDNA tail of the substrate. With this
new substrate, the fitted Hill coefficient, 1.8� 0.3, is quite
similar to that obtained with the 20-nt-tailed substrate
(Fig. S2, Supplementary Data). Therefore, we may con-
clude that the observed [ATP] dependence of the DNA
unwinding rate is intrinsic to the helicase activity of PcrA.

Single-turnover unwinding kinetics with
varying PcrA concentration

In all the previous kinetics studies, an excess of PcrA
protein was pre-incubated with a low concentration
DNA substrate (2 or 5 nM). To examine the dependence
of DNA unwinding on [PcrA] in more detail, we have
performed single-turnover DNA unwinding experiments
at a higher DNA concentration while [PcrA] ranged from
well below to well above the DNA concentration. We used
20-nt-tailed 16-bp duplex as the substrate. Under condi-
tions where PcrA protein is in large excess over the DNA
substrate, protein dimerization will be favoured. However,
the binding of PcrA monomer will be favoured when
[PcrA] is below the DNA concentration.

In these unwinding experiments, we used a concentra-
tion of 20 nM for the DNA substrate while [PcrA] was
over the range of 10�200 nM. The measured time courses
are shown in Figure 6A. They could be fitted well to
Equation (3) using n=3, except for the case of 10 nM at
which the unwinding efficiency was negligibly low. The
obtained unwinding amplitude had a sigmoidal depen-
dence on [PcrA] (Figure 6B), supporting further that PcrA
functions as a dimer. Similar curves have been observed
for Rep (13) and UvrD (33). The observed rate constant
for each unwinding step, kobs, is essentially independent
of [PcrA] (Figure 6C). This indicates that these are single-
turnover conditions with respect to the DNA substrate
and that the PcrA molecules bound in a productive
complex to the DNA substrate is the same at each PcrA
concentration.

Multiple-turnover kinetics of DNA unwinding
when PcrA was not pre-incubated with DNA

The DNA unwinding experiments described before were
performed by pre-incubating PcrA with the DNA
substrates and initiating unwinding by addition of ATP.

To further examine whether a PcrA monomer can initiate
DNA unwinding, we studied the multiple-turnover
kinetics of DNA unwinding initiated by direct mixing of
PcrA with the DNA substrate in the presence of ATP,
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Figure 6. Single-turnover kinetics of DNA unwinding with different
PcrA concentrations. A 20 nM 20-nt-tailed 16-bp duplex substrate was
first pre-incubated with PcrA at the indicated concentrations in the
reaction buffer at 258C and the unwinding reaction was initiated by
adding 1mM ATP and excessive protein trap (dT56, 2mM). (A) Kinetic
time-courses. The solid lines shown were the best fits of the data to
Equation (3) with n=3. (B) Amplitude of unwinding as a function of
[PcrA]. The solid line represented a sigmoidal fit of the data. (C) The
observed rate constant for each step of DNA unwinding.
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as performed previously for the Rep helicase by Cheng
et al. (13). If PcrA monomers are capable of initiating
DNA unwinding, the dependence of the unwinding rate
on [PcrA] should only be determined by DNA binding of
PcrA monomers. Otherwise, it would be determined by
both DNA binding and protein assembly of PcrA.
For these direct-mixing experiments, we still used the

20-nt tailed substrate to which two PcrA molecules may
bind. Typical fluorescence time courses are shown in
Figure 7A. From double-exponential fits of the curves, we
obtained the rate constant for the fast phase, kfast, as a
function of [PcrA] (Figure 7B). kfast displays a roughly
hyperbolic dependence on [PcrA]. This fast phase is
composed of two reactions: one is [PcrA]-dependent with
a second-order rate constant k1, and the other is indepen-
dent of [PcrA] with a first-order rate constant k2. From the
fitting of the data, we obtain k1=(3.7� 0.3)�106M�1 s�1,
which corresponds to the PcrA binding and/or assembly,
and k2=0.53� 0.03 s�1, which corresponds to DNA
unwinding and other [PcrA]-independent processes.
The above [PcrA]-dependent reaction corresponds

either to PcrA binding alone or to both PcrA binding
and assembly. To discriminate between them, the kinetics
of PcrA monomer binding was examined using the same
20-nt tailed substrate as before. Figure 7C shows the
fluorescence time course at 120 nM [PcrA]. It could be
described by a sum of two exponential phases with
rate constants of 16.7� 0.4 and 2.8� 0.1 s�1, respectively.
The fast phase corresponds to the intrinsic fluorescence
change of PcrA upon initial binding to DNA while the
slow phase should correspond to further conformational
change after binding to DNA (30,44). The above rate
constant for the fast phase ([PcrA]-dependent) is about
40 times higher than the rate of the [PcrA]-dependent
reaction obtained in the direct-mixing unwinding experi-
ments at the same [PcrA] of 120 nM, k1� 120
nM=0.44 s�1. This indicates that, after the rapid initial
binding to DNA, PcrA assembly is required prior to
the initiation of DNA unwinding, similar to that as
observed for Rep (13). It should be mentioned that, based
on fluorescence enhancement of 2-aminopurine-substi-
tuted DNA by PcrA binding, Dillingham et al. (44) had
obtained a saturating rate of 35 s�1 for PcrA binding to
ssDNA in the absence of ATP, which is comparable
to that we obtained here (16.7 s�1).

Step-size determination

Helicases couple NTP hydrolysis to mechanical move-
ments and unwind duplex DNA or RNA through multiple
steps. The step size is an important parameter for charac-
terizing the unwinding behaviours of a helicase and is
essential for the understanding of its unwinding mecha-
nism. Here we determined the step size of PcrA with a
series of 50-nt-tailed ss/dsDNA varying in duplex length
from 12 to 24 bp. The experiments were performed under
single-turnover conditions as that in Figure 2.
We have observed that the unwinding amplitude varied

significantly for different substrates. The unwinding curves
for the 12-, 16- and 20-bp duplex substrates are given
in Figure 8. The unwinding amplitude for the 20-bp

Figure 7. Kinetics for multiple-turnover DNA unwinding and for DNA
binding by direct mixing. In the multiple-turnover unwinding kinetics
measurements, a 5 nM 20-nt-tailed 16-bp duplex DNA was first
pre-incubated with 1mM ATP and the reaction was initiated by adding
PcrA at the indicated concentrations as described in the Materials and
Methods. In the DNA binding measurement, a 5 nM 20-nt-tailed 16-bp
duplex DNA was first pre-incubated with 1mM ATP and the reaction
was initiated by adding 120 nM PcrA. The intrinsic fluorescence
of PcrA was monitored as described in the Materials and Methods.
(A) Typical kinetic time-courses at different [PcrA]. The solid lines were
double-exponential fits of the data. (B) The observed rate for the
fast phase, obtained from fits of the unwinding curves, as a function
of [PcrA]. The line corresponds to a fit of the data to the equation
kfast ¼ ½ðk1½PcrA�Þ

�1
þ k�1

2 �
�1, where k1 is the second-order rate constant

for the reaction of PcrA binding and/or assembly, k2 is the first-order rate
constant for the other PcrA-concentration-independent processes. The
fitted values are k1=(3.7� 0.3)�106M�1 s�1 and k2=0.53� 0.03 s�1.
(C) Kinetics of PcrA monomer binding to DNA. The line was a double-
exponential fit, giving the observed rate constants for the fast and slow
phases as 16.7� 0.4 and 2.8� 0.1 s�1, respectively.
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substrate is lower than that for the 16-bp substrate. For
the 24-bp substrate, the amplitude is very low (<2%, data
not shown). This decrease of amplitude with increasing
duplex length can be easily understood because the PcrA
molecules may dissociate during unwinding, as was also
observed for Rep (14,40). What is surprising is that the
unwinding amplitude for the 12-bp substrate is not higher,
but rather, much lower than that for the 16-bp substrate,
an unusual behaviour to be studied further in the
following.

Fitting the data in Figure 8 to Equation (3), the number
of steps and the observed rate for each step were obtained.
The step numbers are 2, 3 and 4 and the rates are 6.9� 0.2,
9.2� 0.1 and 8.4� 0.1 s�1, respectively, for the 12-, 16-
and 20-bp duplex substrates. By a linear fit of the data for
the step numbers at different duplex lengths, a DNA
unwinding step size of 4 bp was obtained. As the average
rate for each step is 8.2� 1.2 s�1, the macroscopic DNA
unwinding rate is 33� 5 bp s�1.

Multiple-turnover kinetics of DNA unwinding
for 12-bp duplex DNA

In the previous single-turnover experiments, the unwind-
ing amplitude for the 12-bp DNA substrate was much
lower than that for the 16-bp substrate. This is unexpected
because DNA unwinding efficiency is always more effi-
cient for a short duplex substrate than for a long one.
To further verify the result, we examined the DNA
unwinding behaviours for the 50-nt-tailed 12-bp duplex
DNA under multiple-turnover conditions. The result is
given in Figure 9 together with that for the 50-nt-tailed
16-bp DNA for comparison. It was found that the
unwinding kinetics curve for the 12-bp substrate was
composed of three phases. That is, an additional slow

phase appeared. The rates of the first two phases for
the 12-bp substrate, 0.93� 0.22 s�1 and 0.068� 0.004 s�1,
are similar to that of the two phases for the 16-bp
substrate, 1.38� 0.04 s�1 and 0.071� 0.003 s�1. However,
the amplitude of the fast phase for the 12-bp substrate,
0.07� 0.01, is much lower than that for the 16-bp
substrate, 0.81� 0.02, indicating that the fast phase is
significantly influenced with the short-duplex DNA.
Similarly, we have examined the DNA unwinding

behaviours for the 10-nt-tailed 12-bp duplex DNA under
multiple-turnover conditions. The unwinding is also
slower than that for the 10-nt-tailed 16-bp DNA (data
not shown).
Thus both single- and multiple- turnover experiments

showed that the unwinding for the 12-bp duplex DNA
was much less efficient than for the 16-bp substrates.
As will be discussed later, the unusual results are relevant
to the DNA unwinding mechanism of PcrA and may be
explained by considering the interaction of PcrA with the
duplex portion of the DNA substrates.

DISCUSSION

The main active form of PcrA is a dimer

In the single-turnover kinetics studies with substrates of
different tail lengths, the unwinding amplitude is low for
the 5- and 10-nt substrates and then increases significantly
for substrates with tails long enough to load two or more
PcrA molecules (Figure 2). The results clearly indicate that
the PcrA helicase functions much better as oligomers than
as monomers. As these experiments were performed under
single-turnover conditions, the negligible unwinding of the

Figure 9. Multiple-turnover DNA unwinding kinetics for the 50-nt-
tailed 12-bp duplex DNA substrate. The experiment was carried
out under the same conditions as for the 16-bp DNA (Figure 3).
The previous result for the 16-bp DNA substrate was also given
here for comparison. For the 12-bp substrate, the solid line was a
three-exponential fit with Afast=0.07� 0.01, Aslow,1=0.49� 0.03,
Aslow,2=0.44� 0.03 and kfast=0.93� 0.22 s�1, kslow,1=0.068� 0.004 s�1,
kslow,2=0.021� 0.001 s�1. For the 16-bp substrate, the solid line was
a double-exponential fit with Afast=0.81� 0.02, Aslow=0.19� 0.01 and
kfast=1.38� 0.04 s�1, kslow=0.071� 0.003 s�1.

Figure 8. Single-turnover kinetics of DNA unwinding for 50-nt-tailed
ss/dsDNA substrates of different duplex lengths. A 5nM 50-nt-30-tailed
ss/dsDNA substrate was first pre-incubated with 200 nM PcrA helicase
for 5min, the reaction was then initiated by rapid addition of 1mM
ATP and excessive protein trap (dT56, 2mM). The lines represented the
best fits of the data to Equation (3) with n=2, 3, 4; A=0.053� 0.001,
0.232� 0.002, 0.119� 0.001; kobs=6.9� 0.2, 9.2� 0.1, 8.4� 0.1 s�1 for
the 12-, 16-, and 20-bp duplex substrates, respectively.
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short-tailed substrates may also be explained by assuming
that PcrA is a monomeric helicase and the PcrA mono-
mers prematurely dissociate from the substrates before
finishing the unwinding. However, this is not supported by
dissociation experiments showing that, after the initiation
of unwinding, PcrA molecules are dissociated from the
10-nt substrate with a rate of 0.3 s�1 (Fig. S3, Supple-
mentary Data). This dissociation rate is much lower
than the macroscopic rate (�3 s�1) for unwinding a 16-bp
duplex in three steps with an unwinding rate of �9 s�1 for
each step (Figure 2C), indicating that the PcrA monomers
remained bound to the substrates but did not catalyse the
unwinding.
The above observed effect of tail length on the DNA

unwinding efficiency is similar to that observed for the
dimeric UvrD (33,34). That is, the unwinding efficiency is
negligible as long as the tail length is only large enough
(�10 nt) to load one helicase monomer and then becomes
obvious when the tail is long enough (> �14 nt) to load
a second monomer. This is in contrast with the cases of
monomeric helicases, such as NS3h (21), RecQ (20) and
Dda (43), where the unwinding efficiency might also
decrease with decreasing tail length, but the unwinding
amplitude is already significant at 5- or 6-nt tail length.
For these monomeric helicases, the variation of unwinding
efficiency at tail lengths below �10 nt is simply caused by
the varying binding affinity of a helicase monomer for the
short ssDNA tail.
The above evidence for the functioning of PcrA as

oligomers is further supported by the multiple-turnover
kinetics studies where the unwinding amplitude and rate
for the fast phase as well as the initial unwinding rate are
negligibly low for the 5- and 10-nt substrates and then
increases dramatically for substrates with longer tails
(Figure 4). As at most two PcrA molecules can bind to the
15-nt substrate, the abrupt changes at the 15-nt tail length
suggest more definitely that the active form of PcrA is
a dimer. Note that, in the multiple-turnover experiments,
if the originally bound PcrA molecules prematurely disso-
ciate from the substrates, the unwinding will be continued
by molecules newly bound to the ssDNA tail just vacated.
Thus the unwinding rate, which depends on the binding
rate of PcrA molecules to the ssDNA tail, is a function of
the tail length (Figure 4B). This is in contrast with the
single-turnover experiments where the rate is essentially
constant (Figure 2C) because in these experiments, we can
only observe the DNA substrates for which the unwinding
is finished by the originally bound PcrA molecules. If the
originally bound PcrA molecules dissociate from the sub-
strates before finishing the unwinding, these substrates do
not contribute to the observed unwinding amplitude.
The observed effect of [ATP] on the unwinding rate

(Figure 5 and Fig. S2, Supplementary Data) is a strong
support of the dimeric form of PcrA. The obtained Hill
coefficient (�2) indicates that the number of interacting
ATP-binding sites or PcrA molecules involved in the
unwinding reaction is two.
In the single-turnover experiments with different [PcrA],

the unwinding amplitude depends sigmoidally on [PcrA]
(Figure 6), in a way similar to that observed for Rep (13)

and UvrD (33). This result is consistent with the sugges-
tion that the active form of PcrA is a dimer.

It should be mentioned that 20-nt-tailed ss/dsDNA
substrates have been frequently used in our experiments.
Some explanations of the experimental results are based
on the assumption that two PcrA monomers may bind to
the 20-nt tail of the substrates. To determine whether
a PcrA dimer was indeed formed on a 20-nt ssDNA tail,
we carried out a cross-linking experiment with the reagent
DMS. PcrA alone or in the presence of ssDNA were
mixed with DMS. After reaction the products were
electrophoresed on an SDS–PAGE gel.

As shown in Fig. S4 (Supplementary Data), addition
of DMS to PcrA alone led only to a broader band of PcrA
monomers, probably due to the covalent addition of DMS
molecules to PcrA monomers. In contrast, when DMS
was added to the pre-incubated PcrA and ssDNA mixture,
a covalent complex migrated more slowly on SDS–PAGE
gels. This cross-linked product corresponds to dimers of
PcrA, judged from the molecular marker. Increasing the
amount of DMS resulted in proportionate increases in the
band. Note that the formation of this cross-linked product
was not very efficient, possibly because of the scarcity of
DMS-reactive residues in the protein–protein interface
of the PcrA dimer formed on ssDNA.

Taken together, the experimental results from the
present kinetics studies suggest that PcrA is a dimeric
helicase, rather than a monomeric one as generally
believed before.

PcrA has a low processivity

To the 20-nt tailed substrate, on average only two
PcrA molecules are bound before the initiation of
unwinding. Under the single-turnover conditions, the
fraction of DNA unwound for the 20-nt 16-bp DNA
substrate is 0.073 (Figure 2B). From this result we can
make a rough estimate of the processivity of a PcrA dimer,
P= ku/(ku+ kd) (40), which corresponds to the possibility
that the helicase still remains functioning on the substrate
after one unwinding step. A low processivity results in
reduced unwinding amplitude.

After initiation of unwinding under single-turnover
conditions, the unwinding process will be terminated if
one of the two helicase molecules dissociates from the
DNA substrate, as in the case of Rep (14). As three steps
are required for the unwinding of the 16-bp DNA, the
possibility that both of the two helicase molecules still
remain bound to the substrate after the first two steps
is P2. Thus we should have P2

ffi 0.073 or Pffi 0.27. This
value is smaller than that determined for UvrD (0.9; 40).
This may explain why the unwinding amplitude is still low
(0.23) for the 50-nt tailed 16-bp substrate (Figure 2B),
whereas it already starts to saturate at �30 nt for UvrD
(33,34). The significant difference of the unwinding
efficiencies for the 50-nt-tailed 16- and 20-bp DNA
substrates (Figure 8), which was caused by only one
additional unwinding step, also implies that the PcrA
molecules may easily detach from DNA during each step.
The above observations are consistent with previous
studies showing that the DNA unwinding processivity
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of PcrA alone is low (26). For a 20-nt 20-bp DNA
substrate, the unwinding requires four steps and the
possibility that the two PcrA molecules still remain bound
to the substrate after the first three steps is P3

ffi 0.02.
Actually no unwinding was observed for this substrate
(data not shown).

It should be noted that, in the above estimation of P,
we have not considered the possible dissociation of the
PcrA molecules from the ssDNA tail or the ss/dsDNA
junction after initiation of unwinding for the following
two reasons. First, from the experimental results on
ssDNA translocation of PcrA (44), it can be seen that the
dissociation rate of PcrA during ssDNA translocation is
negligible, as is also the case for UvrD (45). Second, as
mentioned before, the dissociation measurement indicates
that the dissociation is slow for the helicase monomers
initially bound to the ss/dsDNA junctions upon initiation
of unwinding.

Comparisons with the previous study of PcrA helicase

Recently Niedziela-Majka et al. (38) have studied the
ssDNA translocation and dsDNA unwinding kinetics
of B. stearothermophilus PcrA. They have shown that
the PcrA monomers are able to translocate rapidly and
processively along ss-DNA in the 30 to 50 direction.
However, the same PcrA monomers fail to catalyse DNA
unwinding. Here it is interesting to make a comparison
between the previous and our present studies. In the
previous study, it was observed that, under single-turnover
conditions, the 20-nt 18-bp ss/dsDNA substrate could not
be unwound when the PcrA concentration was well below
that of the DNA substrate (20:100 or 40:120), implying
that the PcrA monomers were not able to catalyse DNA
unwinding (38). This result is similar to our present one as
shown in Figure 6 when the PcrA concentration is below
that of DNA (10:20). Furthermore, it was shown that
at saturating PcrA concentrations, the 20-nt-tailed 18-bp
ss/dsDNA could be unwound obviously, whereas the
unwinding of a 7-nt-tailed substrate was negligible under
the same single-turnover conditions (38). These results are
consistent with our present ones as shown in Figure 2.
Interestingly, for the 20-nt-tailed substrate, the unwinding
kinetics was biphasic in the previous study (38) while
we have only observed the fast phase in our experiments.
This difference may probably be due to the different
buffer conditions and/or different experimental methods
(i.e. fluorescence stopped-flow versus quenched-flow).
It may be seen that our present study complements the
previous one by showing that dimer is the oligomeric state
of the PcrA helicase in vitro.

Implications for the mechanism of DNA unwinding

In addition to giving support for a dimeric form of PcrA,
the present study provides new clues to its DNA unwind-
ing mechanism. First, during DNA unwinding, the second
PcrA monomer remains following the first monomer
along the ssDNA tail and it does not interact with the
duplex DNA. This can be induced from the following
facts. When the tail length is only �20 nt, the duplex
portion of the DNA substrate is out of reach for the

second monomer that binds to the end of the ssDNA tail.
In addition, as DNA footprinting and cocrystal structures
reveal that the maximum binding site size of PcrA and
UvrD monomers for the duplex portion of a ss/dsDNA
is in the range of 13�16 bp (28,31,37), it is expected that
the first monomer at the ss/dsDNA junction will cover
almost the whole duplex portion of the 16-bp substrates.
Secondly, the interaction of the first monomer with the

duplex DNA plays a very important role in the initiation
of unwinding. This can be seen from the much reduced
DNA unwinding efficiency for the 12-bp DNA substrate
compared with that for the 16-bp DNA substrate under
both single- and multiple-turnover conditions (Figures 8
and 9). We believe these unusual phenomena result very
probably from the reduced binding affinity of the first
PcrA monomer for the DNA substrate that has a duplex
length smaller than the maximum binding site size
(13�16 bp).
Thirdly, the interaction of the first monomer with

the duplex DNA seems to be less important after the
unwinding initiation, i.e. during the DNA unwinding
process. This is supported by the fact that the observed
unwinding rates for each step were similar for the 12- and
16-bp DNA substrates (Figure 8). Furthermore, if the
interaction is also very important during unwinding,
then we cannot understand why the unwinding effi-
ciency for the 16-bp substrate is much better than for
the 12-bp substrate, considering that after unwinding the
16-bp substrate by one step, its duplex length will become
12 bp also.
In the case of the monomeric helicases Dda and RecQ

(18,20,43), the unwinding for a 12-bp DNA is better than
for a 16-bp DNA, in contrast with the present case
of PcrA. This implies that, in the DNA unwinding, the
interactions between the enzyme and the duplex DNA
may be different and/or play different roles for dimeric
and monomeric helicases. One possible reason for the
differences is the different helicase tertiary structures: four
domains for dimeric PcrA (28), UvrD (37) and Rep (35)
versus three domains for monomeric NS3h (22), RecQ
(24), or two domains for monomeric Dda (46). Interest-
ingly, after the deletion of the 2B subdomain of Rep, the
three-domain mutant (Rep�2B) becomes a monomeric
helicase and unwinds DNA more efficiently than the wild-
type helicase (47,48). In addition, its unwinding efficiency
for a 12-bp DNA is better than for a 18-bp DNA (48).
A comparison of the amino acids sequence and crystal
structure of Rep with that of RecQ indicates that the
2B-domain-deleted Rep is structurally close to RecQ (20).
A similar mutational study for PcrA may be interesting
in the future.
From the above discussions we can see that the inter-

action between the first PcrA monomer and the duplex
portion of the DNA substrate plays a very important role
in the DNA unwinding. This is consistent with the muta-
tional studies showing that the duplex-binding domains
are essential for DNA unwinding (31). Thus although the
cocrystal structures of PcrA (28) and UvrD (37) with
partial duplex DNA may not show the active forms of the
helicases, they represent probably the functional states of
the first monomer interacting with the ss/dsDNA junction
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before the initiation of unwinding and/or during the
unwinding processes.
So what is the function of the second monomer in

DNA unwinding? One may easily think that the first
PcrA monomer is responsible for unwinding, whereas the
second or the more additional monomers bound to the
ssDNA tails serve to increase the unwinding processivity
by replacing the dissociated monomers moving ahead, as
in the cases of NS3h (21) and Dda (43). But this is not
supported by the experimental results such as that for the
effect of [ATP] (Figure 5 and Fig. S2, Supplementary
Data) and for the assembly of PcrA monomers (Figure 7).
Another possibility is that the second monomer serves to
prevent reannealing of the ssDNA formed after unwinding
by the first PcrA monomer. However, our previous study
with RecQ has shown that the reannealing of the ssDNA
behind a single RecQ molecule was only significant for
20-bp or longer duplex substrates but was negligible for a
16-bp one (20). A third possibility is that the second PcrA
monomer acts as a barrier to the dissociation of the first
PcrA monomer bound at the ss/dsDNA junction. In the
case of UvrD, this possibility was ruled out because it has
been shown that other proteins, including a mutant UvrD
with no ATPase activity as well as a monomer of the
structurally homologous E. coli Rep helicase, cannot
substitute for the second UvrD monomer, suggesting a
specific interaction between the two UvrD monomers (34).
At the moment it is still difficult to clearly define the
function of the second PcrA monomer. More information,
such as the regulating effects of nucleotide cofactors on the
ss- and dsDNA binding and assembly properties of PcrA
should be required for that purpose.
Finally, it should be emphasized that SSB, which would

be present on DNA substrates in vivo, is absent from our
experiments. If the second monomer in the PcrA dimer is
simply a placeholder that keeps an otherwise active
monomer in place (i.e. at the ss/dsDNA junction), then
this could be a function normally carried out by SSB in
cells. Thus it remains possible that the stimulatory role of
the second PcrA monomer in vitro could be substituted by
SSB or other accessory proteins. The interesting subject of
the effect of SSB on PcrA activity is currently investigated
in our laboratories.
In summary, we have provided evidence that a dimeric

PcrA is required for efficient DNA unwinding in vitro.
But many questions still remain to be answered. For
example, what is the exact role of the second monomer
and how does it interact with the first monomer during
DNA unwinding? Does the first PcrA monomer switch
its unwinding mechanism (from wrench-and- inchworm to
strand-displacement) when the duplex portion becomes
too short (<14 bp) during unwinding, as proposed for
UvrD (37)? This seems to be difficult to determine by
kinetic analyses because it cannot distinguish between
different types of step, if they really exist. Single-molecule
studies may provide the answers by monitoring individual
unwinding events. In addition, it is puzzling that although
monomeric and dimeric helicases should function by
distinct mechanisms, the DNA unwinding step sizes of
the dimeric PcrA (4 bp, this study), UvrD (4.4 bp; 40) and
Rep (4.5 bp; 13) are quite similar to that of the monomeric

Dda (5.3 bp; 18,43), RecQ (4 bp; 20), NS3h (3.6 bp; 49)
and the 2B-domain-deleted Rep (Rep�2B) (4 bp; 48).
Further studies are needed for more understanding of the
DNA unwinding mechanism of PcrA.
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